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Even as a child, Nico
Sternbaum loved drawing
and making up stories.
Together with his parents
he explored South Africa
among other places, and
built himself an adventuretree house in his
grandparents’ orchard.
After finishing school he
studied at an arts academy,
and today he is a successful
illustrator and bestselling
author. His books have
been highly acclaimed by
the media, and translated
into other languages
(including Chinese). Shake
the Apple Tree was a Spiegel
bestseller, and several of
his books have been
promoted and
recommended by the
German Reading
Foundation. Nico
Sternbaum lives in
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Learning how to cut things out, stick them on and colour them
in are three basic skills which kids aged 3 and older can learn
with the help of this book. Nico Sternbaum provides simple
animal motifs such as cats, chicks and hare. These simple
crafting activities help to develop fine motor skills and ability
to concentrate.
The book begins with the pages for sticking the animals in. In
the second part are the pages with the motifs for cutting out.
To make it easier to detach them, these pages are perforated.
Short, droll rhymes accompany the pictures. At the end, the
little 'cutting artists' will have created 14 pretty pictures and
acquired their scissors skill certificate.
• With scissors skill certificate and perforated pages for easy
detaching
• Helps to develop fine motor skills and concentration
• Cut out, stick on, colour in – creative fun for children aged 3+
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